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Bubble DNA tweezer: A triple-conformation
sensor responsive to concentration-ratios

Yao Yao,1 Yuan Liu,1 Xin Liu,1 Xun Zhang,1 Peijun Shi,1 Xiaokang Zhang,1 Qiang Zhang,1,2,* and Xiaopeng Wei1

SUMMARY

DNA tweezers, with their elegant simplicity and flexibility, have been pivotal in biosensing and DNA
computing. However, conventional tweezers are confined to a binary transformation pre/post target
signal recognition, limiting them to presence/absence judgments. This study introduces bubble DNA
tweezers (BDT), capable of three distinct conformations based on variable target signal ratios. In contrast
to traditional compact tweezers, BDT features a looser structure centered around a non-complementary
bubble domain located between the tweezer arms’ connecting axis and target signal recognition jaws.
This bubble triggers toehold-free DNA strand displacement, leading to three conformational changes
at different target signal concentrations. BDT detects presence/absence and true concentration with
remarkable specificity and sensitivity. This adaptability is not confined to ideal scenarios, proving valuable
in complex, noisy environments. Our method facilitates target DNA/miRNA signal quantification within a
specific length range, promising applications in clinical research and environmental detection, while
inspiring future biological assay innovations.

INTRODUCTION

Since its inception, DNA computing1 has rapidly advanced owing to its specificity and programmability. The introduction of multifunctional

DNA structures, including nano-cages,2 gears,3 walkers,4 and tweezers,5 has enabled breakthroughs in molecular circuits,6 nanomachines,7

and molecular signal detection.8,9 Among these, the DNA tweezer structure10 stands out owing to its flexible opening and closing dynamics.

As the name suggests, DNA tweezers resemble the shape of regular tweezers. Typically, these tweezers comprise a rigid, double-stranded

DNA structure forming the fundamental clamp arms. They operate by controlling DNA hybridization to identify and manipulate target mol-

ecules. Guided by a flexible connecting axis, the double arms can adjust their position, mimicking the grasping action of surgical forceps on

the target. The distinctiveness of DNA tweezers lies in their reversible conformational changes, enabling them to capture and release targets.

Consequently, they hold promise as components inmolecular switches,11 biosensing,12 andmedical diagnostics,13 driving extensive research

efforts in these fields.

This dynamic changes in the geometric shape of the DNA tweezers, giving rise to distinctive signaling outcomes.14 Meticulously designing

the lengths of different connecting axis domains within DNA tweezers allows for precise spatial tuning.15,16 Consequently, the DNAwithin the

tweezers’ jaw region can be engineered to dynamically sense environmental changes, generating corresponding signal outputs that enable

swift detection of target substances.17 DNA tweezers thus possess structural flexibility, enabling modulation of their spatial dimensions and

demonstrating robust versatility and scalability. Researchers have leveraged these attributes to create varied nano-devices for identifying bio-

logical macromolecules like DNAandmiRNA, opening innovative avenues for biosensing andmolecular circuit advancements. In DNAdetec-

tion, researchers employ a signal amplification strategy driven by an autocatalytic mechanism and design tweezers that can sensitively detect

DNA in low-abundance environments, while possessing renewable and precise regulatory properties.18 Furthermore, scientists have devel-

oped unlabeled and highly sensitive DNA sensors utilizing three strands. These sensors incorporate a G-quadruplex structure to enable fluo-

rescence expression.19 Leveraging the concept of activating DNA tweezers through proximity-based connectivity analysis, researchers have

realized an innovative one-step amplification fluorescence detection method for DNA, successfully analyzing DNA in human serum.20 Con-

cerningmiRNAdetection,miRNA, originating from cellular expression, can also serve asmarkers for a variety of diseases.Given the significant

impact of miRNAon disease progression and recovery, concentrations of miRNAhave attracted substantial attention for their potential role in

early diagnosis and subsequent treatment strategies.21 Researchers have devised an unlabeled tweezer based on DNA double crossover.

When a target miRNA is detected, this tweezer transforms the guanine-rich sequence on its arm into a G-quadruplex structure, thereby

enabling signal expression.22,23 This design offers the advantages of cost-effectiveness and enhanced sensitivity. In addition to planar

DNA tweezers, 3D counterparts, often adopting tetrahedral structures, are also employed. While the receptor miRNA is absent, the tweezers

remain relaxed; however, the presence of the target receptor prompts a tightening response, leading to observable fluctuations in the
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fluorescence intensity.24,25 Differently from their 2D counterparts, 3D tweezers possess larger geometric dimensions, enabling more signif-

icant changes in fluorescence intensity. Beyond DNA and miRNA, tweezers find broad utility in the detection of hormones,13 adenosine,26,27

pH,28 toxins29,30 and heavy metal ions.31

However, in the past, DNA-tweezer-based tools used for biological signal detection were often limited to determining only the presence

or absence of a signal, essentially yielding binary outcomes of 1 or 0.10 This limitation arises from the fact that their tweezers can only undergo

two conformational transitions, one before and one after picking up the target signal, making it difficult to measure the strength of the signal.

For DNA andmiRNA signals, their ‘‘concentration’’ in the liquid phase environment represents their ‘‘signal strength’’. For ease of expression

on the context, we will use suitable terminology throughout this article. To address this limitation, we embarked on an in-depth exploration of

the structure of DNA tweezers, leading us to an intriguing discovery. When a tweezer with a bubble structure reaches a specific threshold

proportional to the target signal, it exhibits an ‘‘abnormal’’ structural change, which is confirmed by the significantly changed fluorescence

curve and gel electrophoresis. This phenomenon immediately captured our attention, prompting us to conduct detailed research. It was dur-

ing this investigation that we unveiled the concept of bubble DNA tweezers (BDT) driven by toehold-free DNA strand displacement (TFDSD).

BDT exhibits three conformations: conformation 1 when no target signal is present; conformation 2 when there is a target signal and its con-

centration does not exceed that of BDT; and conformation 3 when the concentration of the target signal exceeds that of BDT. Experimental

findings showcase that this feature of BDT not only allows for binary determination of the presence (1) or absence (0) of the target signal, but

also enables quantification of the target signal’s true intensity using fluorescence inflection points in subsequent titration modes. Therefore,

BDT could present a freshmethod or sensor prototype for medical diagnosis and environment detection. Sensors with this characteristic may

drive the paradigm shift of biosensing from binary results to accurate values.

RESULTS

Mechanism of bubble DNA tweezer

Figure 1A illustrates the fundamental scheme of the BDT. According to the different ratios of BDT to target signals, BDT exhibits three

different conformations: C1, C2 and C3. C1 is the opened (original) state, C2 is the closed state, and C3 is the reopened state. The S represents

the target signal. In contrast to traditional DNA tweezers,10 BDT exhibits two significant differences: 1. BDT has the capability to transform two

different structures based on varying ratios with the target signal, a versatility not present in traditional tweezers, which can only undergo one

structural change for a single target signal; 2. The main body of BDT includes a lengthy single-chain, non-complementary bubble region, en-

dowing BDT with a highly flexible and loose structure. However, traditional tweezers feature a rigid and compact structure composed of dou-

ble chains.

Figure 1B specifically describes the biochemical process of this mechanism. Comprising three uncomplicated DNA single strands (anneal-

ing process in Figure S1), the P3 strand functions as the connecting axis, while the a* and d* segments extend to a length of 18 nt for enhanced

stability. The g domain, comprising 4 Thymine, ensures BDT’s structural flexibility. The P1 and P2 strands function as clamp arms, with the c

and f domains serving as jaws for target signal recognition. The length and sequence of these components are tailored to the specific target

signal. The b and e domains constitute the bubble, spanning 18 nt and designing as mismatched sequences. The connection between the

bubble and jaw on both clamp arms is labeledwith FAMfluorescence and BHQ1quenching labels. The designed target signal S is partitioned

into two signal domains, c* and f*, with equal base numbers. These signal domains complement the two jaw domains c and f of BDT, respec-

tively. In the absence of S input, BDT appears in an open state (C1, composed of three DNA strands). At this time, the FAM is distant from

BHQ1, resulting in high fluorescence intensity. With a small S amount, the first-stage reaction occurs, forming a double-stranded structure

with the two jaws (C2, composed of four DNA strands). This shortens the distance between FAM and BHQ1 and causing a decrease in fluo-

rescence. With a large S amount (S to BDT ratio exceeding 1:1), the second-stage reaction occurs. Excessive S invades the closed structure of

C2 through the bubble domain, initiating a TFDSD reaction. In this phase, each jaw domain of BDT combines with one signal domain of S to

form a double strand. Simultaneously, each S retains a free, unpaired signal domain that cannot form a double strand. The closed structure

reopens (C3, composed of five DNA strands), increasing the distance between FAM and BHQ1 and causing a rise in fluorescence intensity.

The experimental results firmly validate the previously outlined attributes of BDT. As illustrated in Figure 2A, the C1-C2-C3 transition in-

volves a large-small-large distance change between FAM and BHQ1, manifesting as a high-low-high V-shaped fluorescence trajectory. In

the C1 state, there is an excessively long single-chain DNA structure. Governed by the worm-like chain model,32 the segment (bubble and

jaw) containing FAM and BHQ1 curls up at both ends of the rigid connecting axis domain. As the system transitions to the C3 state, the sin-

gle-chain structure decreases, weakening the curling effect. Meanwhile, under the action of 23S, the distance between the BDT clamp arms is

further stretched. Consequently, the distance between FAM and BHQ1 becomes slightly greater than that in the C1 state. Therefore, the fluo-

rescence in the C3 state may be higher than that in the C1 state. In addition, we have conducted tests at higher temperatures and still exhibit

V-shaped fluorescence characteristics (Figure S2). In Figure 2B, after experiencing the same reaction time as Figure 2A, electrophoresis was

performed. S gradually increases in increments of 0.5 times, and the position of the bands indicates the alternating appearance and gradual

disappearance of the C1, C2, and C3 conformations. Both fluorescence and electrophoresis phenomena indicate that BDT can accurately

perceive the moment when the ratio to the target signal S is 1:1, which provides the possibility of using BDT to measure the concentration

of the target signal. Yet, the potential of BDT goes beyond that. It seamlessly integrates into the realm of DNA computing and molecule cir-

cuits, bringing together two essential components—a switch and a reporter. Interestingly, this logic switch exhibits a special breakdown char-

acteristic, as depicted in Figures S3 and S4.
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The BDT scheme undergoes multiple conformational changes in response to the target signal concentration, representing a significant

departure from conventional approaches. It unequivocally charts a new course in the exploration of DNA configurations and strand displace-

ment. Our BDT design transitions through three distinctive conformations across varying target signal concentration ratios, resulting in sig-

nificant fluorescence changes during these transformations. This not only facilitates the determination of target signal presence (1) or absence

(0) but also empowers the measurement of target signal intensity based on the initial BDT concentration. This breakthrough effectively dis-

mantles the inherent constraints of traditional dual-conformation DNA tweezers.

Jaw length dependency in BDT structure

The range of achievable target signal measurements is determined by the jaw length of BDT. To investigate this range, we conducted

gradient experiments by varying the length of the target signal. The results of these experiments are illustrated in Figure 3. In these trials,

we subjected the conformation C1 to a 1:1 ratio reaction with the target signal A. Figure 3A delineates two distinct scenarios of target signal

Figure 1. BDT scheme

(A) Overview of BDT triple conformational transformation: as S increases, C2 and C3 appear sequentially, while C1 and C2 gradually disappear.

(B) The biological mechanism underlying the formation of distinct conformations resulting from the interaction between BDT and varying proportions of S.
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A, each with varying lengths. Notably, when A was sufficiently long, C1 adeptly transitioned from an open to a closed state (C2), attesting to

BDT’s robust recognition capability for long target signals. Conversely, when A fell short in length, the insufficient binding capacity of the

bases inhibited C1 from achieving complete closure. Instead, this circumstance prompted further opening of the tweezers.

The real-time fluorescence observations presented in Figure 3B further clarify this principle. The target signal A was symmetrically parti-

tioned into two segments of equal length, and a gradient assessment was conducted, ranging from 20 nt to 6 nt on a single side. The exper-

imental findings indicate that when the unilateral length was equal to or greater than 12 nt, BDT achieved an optimal closure state, signifying

BDT’s robust capability in detecting longer target signals. However, when the unilateral length reached 10 nt, BDT began to exhibit incom-

plete closure, yet still demonstrates a significant reduction in fluorescence. As the unilateral length continued to decrease, BDT became un-

able to achieve full closure, signifying the loss of its capacity to detect shorter target signals.

In addition to the length of the target signal influencing the reaction kinetics, the GC content in the target signal may also have an impact.

Generally, higher GC content accelerates the hybridization reaction,33 but it also increases the probability of complex structures emerging,

such as hairpins, G-quadruplexes, or i-motifs.34,35 Therefore, predicting the impact of variations in GC content in the target signal on reaction

kinetics is highly complex in practical scenarios. Furthermore, experimentally confirming this issue is also challenging. For instance, sequences

with the same GC content but varying arrangements of G and C in the sequence, may lead to different complex structures.

Bubble scale dependency in BDT structure

The bubble scale underpins BDT’s capability for a TFDSD reaction. To assess the influence of the mismatched bubble scale on BDT’s char-

acteristics, we conducted a gradient study with bubbles ranging from 18 nt to 1 nt, as depicted in Figure 4. Given the previously validated

Figure 2. Fluorescence and electrophoretic characteristics of BDT

(A) The fluorescence changes after adding 13S twice to C1. Here, 13 is defined as the concentration of a species in a solution (the same below, unless otherwise

specified). In this context, 13 represents a concentration of 1 mM, and the concentration in solution [C1] = 13. Here, DF represents the increment of the current

fluorescence value relative to the lowest, DFMax represents the biggest DF in entire reaction process.

(B) Electrophoretic results of BDT at different ratios of S. The substances in different swimming lanes: lane 1 13S, lane 2 C1, lane 3 C2, lane 4 C3, lane 5 C1+0.53S,

lane 6 C1+13S, lane 7 C1+1.53S, lane 8 C1+23S, lane 9 C1+2.53S, lane 10 C1+33S. In lanes 2–10, all BDTs are at 13 concentration (C1, C2 or C3).

Figure 3. Analysis of jaw length gradient in BDT

(A) Research on the effect of changes in target signal length on BDT’s recognition ability. When the length of the target signal is less than 20 nt, BDT may

encounter challenges in achieving closure.

(B) Real time fluorescence results of target signal A with different lengths. Optimal fluorescence characteristics are achieved by BDT when the length of the target

signal exceeds 24 nt. Here, F0 represents the initial fluorescence value, while F represents the specific fluorescence value at each moment. [C1] = [A] = 13.
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observation that a unilateral length of 12 nt or more in the target signal yielded the most favorable outcomes, we employed A12 with a uni-

lateral length of 12 nt for this validation. Figure 4A illustrates the validation principle. We injected 13A12 into C1 twice. When the b and e

domains within the bubbles were of substantial lengths, the tweezers achieved complete expansion, enabling the TFDSD reaction, and re-

sulting for C3. Conversely, in cases where the bubble field was diminutive, the tweezers remained tightly shut, rendering them incapable of

reopening, and resulting only in C2.

The fluorescence phenomenon depicted in Figure 4B provides further validation of this kinetic pattern.When b(e) reached or exceeded 10

nt, the distinct V-shaped fluorescence kinetics could be observed. However, various bubble lengths exerted a certain influence on the twee-

zers’ opening rate and reaction extent. As the b(e) length was further reduced, the characteristic V-shaped fluorescence kinetics became less

pronounced. Consequently, this experiment not only elucidated the influence of bubbles on tweezers’ behavior but also revealed the requi-

site bubble dimensions.

In summary, the results of the two conducted experiments—involving the exploration of jaw length and the analysis of bubble size—un-

equivocally demonstrate that BDT could detect target signals of 20 nt and beyond. Conversely, its recognition ability was limited for signals of

shorter length. Furthermore, an optimal bubble size seemed to fall within the range of 14 nt–18 nt. Overly small bubble sizes could lead to the

loss of characteristic V-shaped fluorescence kinetics.

The BDT limit of detection for biosensing

BDT is well-suited for measuring the length of the target signal, aligning with the typical range of miRNA lengths, which is 20 nt–24 nt. The

V-shaped fluorescence performance of target signal lengths ranging from 12 nt to 40 nt is demonstrated in Figure S5. The increasing signif-

icance of miRNA in disease diagnosis and treatment underscores its vast medical potential. Leveraging the high specificity and biocompat-

ibility of DNA, researchers have recently engaged in more collaborative research at the intersection of these two areas.23,36,37

To evaluate the detection sensitivity and linear range of the BDT strategy, we proceeded by analyzing the limit of detection (LOD) usingA12

as the target signal. In Figure 5A, FAM was used as a fluorescent label with a maximum emission around the 518 nm wavelength. This con-

centration sensitivity experimentation ranged from 0.01 nM to 50 nM.

The linear regression process in Figure 5B, with the concentration of A12 on the horizontal axis, showcases the robust linear response of

BDT, boasting a remarkable coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.98937. Employing the calculation formula LOD = 3s/S (where s represents

the standard deviation of fluorescence intensity across 11 blank input samples, and S signifies the slope of the regression line), the LOD is

evaluated to be 9 pM. This outcome attests to BDT’s sensitivity. BDT is a linear system with slightly lower sensitivity than nonlinear systems

(e.g., logarithmic system).

Specificity and application of the BDT in miRNA measurement

Research findings have indicated the regulatory roles of miR-29b in skeletal muscle atrophy and the development of certain tumor cells.38–40

Given that miR-29b spans 24 nucleotides, it is an ideal target signal for BDT. To affirm the specificity of BDT, we conducted experiments

involving the introduction of miR-29b, miR-155, miR-21, and miR-144 (all sequences derived from the Library miRDB),41 into separate test

tubes at identical concentrations. To prevent any fluorescence rebound interference due to an overabundance of target signals, we kept

the BDT:miRNA ratio at 1:0.9, as depicted in Figure 6A. The results from these experiments show that only miR-29b led to a pronounced

reduction in fluorescence intensity, which is compelling evidence for the excellent selectivity of BDT toward miR-29b.

Figure 4. Analysis of bubble scale gradient in BDT

(A) Research on the effect of bubble scale change on the BDT V-shaped kinetics. When the bubble scale exceeds 10 nt, BDT is expected to undergo the complete

process of C1-C2-C3. In contrast, it cannot be reopened after reaching the closed state of C2. The b(e) represents b domain and e domain.

(B) Real-time fluorescence results and the effect of bubble size changes on the maintenance of the BDT V-shaped characteristic. Bubbles below 10 nt, even when

an excessive signal is added, do not exhibit fluorescence rebound. Here, F0 represents the initial fluorescence value, while F represents the specific fluorescence

value at each moment. [C1] = 13. Adding twice 13A12.
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Based on the significant changes in the V-shaped fluorescence trend at the inflection point, the titration method is reliable for measure-

ment. Therefore, utilizing concentration variation relationships, we define the calculation Equation 1:

N1VtCx=DV <VCBDT=DV <N2VtCx=DV (Equation 1)

whereN1 andN2 represent titration times, withN1 being the last titration prior to fluorescence rebound, and fluorescence rebounds following

the completion of N2 titration. Cx denotes the concentration of the substance to be measured. V stands for the initial volume of the BDT so-

lution, while CBDT represents its initial concentration (i.e., concentration of C1). DV corresponds to the new volume of the solution after each

titration, and Vt is the volume of each titration, which is a constant. The range ofCx can be determined using Equation 1, leading to Equation 2:

VCBDT=N2Vt
<Cx <VCBDT=N1Vt

(Equation 2)

In Figure 6B, we verified the applicability of this method by mixing four different concentrations of miRNAs in a test tube (represented as

Mix), with the other three serving as noise signals. The concentrations of the four components in the mixture were as follows: CmiR-29b = 4 mM,

CmiR-155 = 6 mM, CmiR-21 = 8 mM, and CmiR-144 = 10 mM.We set VCBDT= 20 pmol, Vt = 0.8 mL, and observed fluorescence rebound phenomenon

atN1 = 6 andN2 = 7. As a result, the range ofCxwas determined to be between 3.57 mMand 4.17 mM, aligning with the concentration of miR-

29b set in Mix. It is worth noting that using a smaller Vt leads to a more accurate measurement range. This experiment confirms that BDT can

Figure 5. LOD analysis of BDT

(A) The effect of different concentrations of A12 on fluorescence intensity, from top to bottom, the [A12] are 0 nM, 0.01 nM, 0.1 nM, 1 nM, 10 nM, 20 nM, 30 nM,

40 nM and 50 nM. [C1] = 50 nM.

(B) Linear regression of the BDT on different concentrations range of target signal A12. FBlank represents the blank group ([A12] = 0 nM), while FInput represents the

specific fluorescence value at different [A12] (0.01 nM–50 nM), FBlank-FInput is the fluorescence variation.

Figure 6. Specificity and application of the BDT in miRNA measurement

(A) Specificity of BDT, BDT:miRNA = 1:0.9. BDT is the conformation C1, [C1] = 13.

(B) The V-shaped fluorescence method of measuring the true strength of miR-29b using BDT ([C1] = 13) in a multi-noise environment. Fluorescence rebound

occurred during the 6th and 7th rounds of Mix titration. Here, DF represents the increment of the current fluorescence value relative to the lowest, DFMax

represents the biggest DF in entire reaction process.
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not only detect the presence of target signals in noisy environments but also measure their intensity. In the example provided above, it’s

evident that within the first six titrations, the concentration of miR-29b (the solution under examination) in the system remains lower than

that of BDT. This allows us to observe the distinctive V-shaped fluorescence and conduct subsequent calculations. However, in scenarios

where the test solution’s initial concentration surpasses that of BDT during the first titration, the observation of V-shaped fluorescence be-

comes challenging. In such cases, it becomes imperative to estimate and dilute the highly concentrated solution. Further details on this aspect

are provided in Figure S6, and the concentration measurement algorithm is organized into Figure S7.

In Figure 6B, the DNA sequence corresponding to miR-29b is identical to the sequence of the target signal S illustrated in Figure 2.

Although S represents DNA and miR-29b represents RNA, BDT exhibits the same fluorescence rebound effect for both, implying that the

response of the BDT system is unaffected by the distinction between DNA and RNA.

DISCUSSION

This article introduces BDT, a DNA tweezer with three conformations, overcoming the binary (1/0) discrimination limitation of conventional

tweezers. A crucial design element of BDT is the incorporation of a sufficiently large bubble domain. In the presence of this domain, the spatial

configuration of the tweezers can be altered in response to the target signal ratio, generating a distinctive V-shaped fluorescence kinetics

pattern. Quantification of the target signal occurs at the lowest point of the fluorescence curve. Notably, the synergy between BDT’s spec-

ificity and sensitivity enables effective discrimination of target signals from a background of noise and measurement of a range of signal

strengths. In sharp contrast to prevailingmethodologies, where DNA tweezersmerely confirm signal presence or absence,10 BDT is a scheme

capable of accurately determining the true intensity range of target signals through significant fluorescence changes.

Conceptually, our BDT has the potential to evolve from a single-jaw, three-state configuration to a more intricate setup with multiple jaws,

allowing for comprehensive multi-signal measurements. However, some issues need to be addressed. First, the BDT requires a target signal

length of at least 20 nt to yield meaningful outcomes. Consequently, addressing the detection of shorter target signals is necessary. Incor-

porating auxiliary DNA within the bubble (Figures S8–S10) presents a potential solution to enhance the capture capability for shorter target

signals. Second, the design of bubbles demands meticulous attention to base mismatch considerations. Various mismatch combinations

yield distinct impacts on the reaction rate and efficiency (Figure S11). As the BDT is expanded to encompass multiple jaws, the requirement

for diverse bubble arrangements necessitates the design of numerous mismatched base configurations. Crafting these sequences poses a

significant challenge. Currently, a viable approach involves initial non-complementary DNA screening through combinatorial optimization

and evolutionary algorithms,42,43 followed by real-time fluorescence validation.

In conclusion, BDT excels in differentiating and quantifying the strength of target signals, whether in simple scenarios involving single

target signals or in complex environments with various background interferences. BDT could be applied to different areas, especially in ap-

plications with specific recognition needs or concentration concerns, such as medical diagnosis, targeted drug delivery, dynamicmonitoring,

environmental detection, etc. BDT is expected to become a sensor prototype and make potential contributions to these fields.

Limitations of the study

There are several notable limitations to our study. Although BDT demonstrates the capability to recognize and detect DNA/miRNA target

signals over a broad range of lengths, it may not be well-suited for excessively long or too short signals. Furthermore, while BDT theoretically

offers accurate quantification of target signal concentrations, practical implementation may be hindered by manual handling and experi-

mental errors. The resulting concentration range is subject to the precision of the minimum titration volume achievable during the operation,

making it suitable for scenarios with less stringent accuracy requirements.
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METHOD DETAILS

Reagent preparation

Four reagents need to be prepared in advance during the experimental process outlined in this article.

(1) 500 mL 103TAE-Mg2+ buffer:
� Weigh Tris (24.2 g), Glacial acetic acid (5.71mL), Ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid disodium salt dihydrate (EDTANa2.2H2O) (1.8612

g), and Magnesium acetate tetrahydrate (13.375 g).
� Dissolve EDTA Na2.2H2O in 10 mL of water and adjust the pH to 8.0.
� Dissolve the remaining three reagents in 400 mL of water. Heat the mixture in a 37�C water bath and continuously stir with a glass

rod until completely dissolved.

� Add the remaining EDTA Na2.2H2O solution to the mixture.
� Add water to make up the volume to 500 mL, stir evenly for later use, and store at room temperature.

This reagent is intended for dissolving DNA after dilution. For the dissolution of miRNA, ordinary pure water should be replaced with 0.1%

DEPC water.

(2) 50 mL 10% APS:
� Weigh 5 g of Ammonium persulfate and dissolve it in 50 mL of water. Once completely dissolved, store it in a refrigerator at 4�C.

(3) 500 mL 40% PAGE:

� Weigh 190 g of Acrylamide and 10 g of Bis-acrylamide, dissolve them in 300mL of water, heat the mixture in a 37�Cwater bath until

fully dissolved.
� Add water to reach a total volume of 500 mL, shake thoroughly, and store the solution in a refrigerator at 4�C.

(4) 500 mL Stains All:
� Weigh 0.05 g of Stains All, dissolve it in 225mL of Formamide, add 275mL of water, shake well, and let it stand overnight in the dark.

Store at room temperature.

Design of oligonucleotide sequences

All the DNA and miRNA sequences used in this article are listed in Tables S1–S7, and the experimental and modification methods for

sequence application are indicated in the captions. The DNA sequences were designed by ourselves, and the miRNA sequences were

derived from the Library miRDB.41 Store DNA dry powder at �20�C, dissolve it, and store at 4�C within a week. Store miRNA dry powder

at �80�C and prepare it fresh when in use. The environment for biochemical reactions is 13TAE-Mg2+, 20�C.

Annealing process protocol

The BDT used throughout the article includes three conformations (C1, C2, C3), all annealed in the same manner, as illustrated in Figure S1.

Specifically, place the configured sequence in the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) C1000 Touch thermal cycler and follow these steps.

� Heat to 90�C and maintain for 5 min.
� Lower to 88�C and maintain for an additional 5 min.

� Then, decrease the temperature by 0.8�C per minute until reaching 20�C.

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis protocol

The DNA samples were subjected to a 9% concentration polyacrylamide gel using a voltage of 100 V, and electrophoresis occurred over

80 min in 13TAE-Mg2+ running buffer. Stain the electrophoresis gel for a minimum of 30 min before observation.

10 mL 9% polyacrylamide gel formation:

� Take 2.25 mL of 40% PAGE, 6.64 mL of water, 1 mL of 103TAE-Mg2+, 0.1 mL of 10% APS, and 0.01 mL of N,N,N0,N0-Tetramethylethy-

lenediamine separately. Place them in a beaker and stir evenly.

� Inject the mixture into two intensified electrophoresis glass plates, ensuring a uniform distribution, and wait for about 30 min until the

gel is fully solidified.

The concentration of BDT in each lane is typically 13, representing 1 mM. The concentrations of each component in different lanes refer to

the corresponding captions, with a volume of 20 mL added to each lane. Unless otherwise specified, we define the amount of the substance’s

reference as 20 pmol. The gradient experiment involves corresponding changes in the amount of the reference substance.
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Fluorescence scan protocol

FAM was used for fluorescence labeling in this article, quenched with BHQ1. Set the Tecan Spark temperature to 20�C, use a 494 nm exci-

tation wavelength, and observe the emission wavelength at 518 nm. Scan every 2 min. Fluorescence scanning is also based on 20 pmol, with

the concentration and volume corresponding to the electrophoresis experiment above, unless specified otherwise.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Oligonucleotide information statistics

We have calculated their respective base lengths and GC content in Tables S1–S7, placing them in the last two columns of the table.

� Length: Simply count the total number of bases.
� GC content: Simply calculate the proportion of guanine and cytosine in the length using the following equation,

GC content =
NumðGÞ+NumðCÞ

Length

NumðGÞ is the number of guanine, and NumðCÞ is the number of cytosine.

Fluorescence data statistics

In processing fluorescence data, we utilized Origin 2017 software for analysis, primarily creating line charts, bar charts, and conducting linear

regression analysis.

Each fluorescence experiment was conducted three or more times using different test tubes, and the average value was calculated and

included in the statistical analysis. Due to the utilization of DNA sequences from different batches, there are inherent variations in the directly

measured fluorescence values. Therefore, the measurement results are normalized. In experiments not requiring multiple control groups

(Figures 2A, 6B and S2), we incorporate error bars into the curve to ensure accuracy. For experiments requiring comparison, we employ

the dotted line method for clarity, preventing visual confusion arising from an excess of error bars. Fluorescence statistical data is available

in key resources table "Statistics FLUOR".

This article uses two normalization methods,

� F/F0: F0 represents the initial fluorescence value, and F denotes the specific fluorescence value at each moment. Therefore, F/F0 indi-

cates the proportional relationship between fluorescence at each moment and the initial value. This coordinate system facilitates a

straightforward observation of the amplitude of fluorescence change relative to the initial value.
� DF/DFMax: DF denotes the increment of the current fluorescence value relative to the lowest fluorescence value, and DFMax represents

the maximum DF in the entire reaction. Consequently, this system aids in clearly observing the growth amplitude of the V-shaped fluo-

rescence before and after the lowest point in our scheme.

Both methods are advantageous in mitigating these experimental biases.
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